Investigating the relationships between environmental stressors and stream condition using Bayesian belief networks
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SUMMARY

1. Stream reaches found to be impaired by physical, chemical or biological assessment generally are associated with greater extent of urban and agricultural land uses, and lesser amount of undeveloped lands. However, because stream condition commonly is influenced by multiple stressors as well as underlying natural gradients, it can be difficult to establish mechanistic relationships between altered land use and impaired stream condition.

2. This study explores the use of Bayesian belief networks (BBNs) to model presumed causal relationships between stressors and response variables. A BBN depicts the chain of causal relationships resulting in some outcome such as environmental impairment and can make use of evidence from expert judgment as well as observational and experimental data.

3. Three case studies illustrate the flexibility of BBN models. Expert elicitation in a workshop setting was employed to model the effects of sedimentation on benthic invertebrates. A second example used empirical data to explore the influence of natural and anthropogenic gradients on stream habitat in a highly agricultural watershed. The third application drew on several forms of evidence to develop a decision support tool linking grazing and forestry practices to stream reach condition.

4. Although data limitations challenge model development and our ability to narrow the range of possible outcomes, model formulation forces participants to conceptualise causal mechanisms and consider how to resolve data shortfalls. With sufficient effort and resources, models with greater evidentiary strength from observational and experimental data may become practical tools to guide management decisions.

5. Such models may be used to explore possible outcomes associated with a range of scenarios, thus benefitting management decision-making, and to improve insight into likely causal relationships.
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Introduction

Significant advances in the assessment of impaired waterways over the past several decades have resulted in extensive government-sponsored programmes to evaluate river condition at regional and national scales. With the advent of large-scale monitoring, individual stream reaches can be categorised on a continuum of poor to
excellent condition, and whole regions can be compared with regard to average level of impairment (e.g. Paulsen et al., 2008; Davies et al., 2010). This information is crucial to determining if regulatory standards are met, and identifying locations where active management is needed to counteract stressors and improve stream condition.

Diagnosis of cause of impairment obviously must accompany assessment if restorative actions are to be well focused. Although considerably less literature formally addresses this issue, relative to the very substantial literature on biological assessment, the need for diagnosis has not gone unrecognized. U.S. EPA maintains an online Causal Analysis/Diagnosis Decision Identification System intended to assist in the identification of stressors responsible for impaired waters. There may be sufficient information available on chemical and physical conditions to strongly suggest cause of impairment, and indeed, the cause may be obvious when there is a recognisable contaminant source in an otherwise apparently pristine landscape. Biological assessment data also can be mined for further insights, as when the traits or tolerances of particular species can be strongly associated with particular stressors (Yuan, 2004; Pollard & Yuan, 2010).

Often, however, identifying the cause of impairment is challenging (Downes, 2010). Although many studies now demonstrate that indicators of altered and disturbed landscape are effective predictors of impaired stream conditions, mechanisms of impairment may be difficult to determine because of covariation between anthropogenic influences and natural landscape gradients; the potential for multiple, scale-dependent mechanisms; nonlinearities; and possible legacy effects (Allan, 2004). A recurring theme in reviews of the influence of land use upon river habitats and biota by Allan (2004), Hughes, Wang & Seelbach (2006), Johnson & Host (2010) and Steel et al. (2010) has been the need for an improved understanding of mechanistic relationships.

Bayesian belief networks (BBNs) offer a useful framework to depict the chain of causal relationships resulting in environmental impairment, and for quantifying the relative influence of individual linkages with explicit uncertainty (Borsuk, Stow & Reckhow, 2004). BBNs combine an influence diagram that can be used to provide a visual representation of the assumed cause and effect relationships for the problem at hand, and a parent–daughter state probability structure that quantifies pathway of influence. Bayesian networks hold promise for predictions of responses to multiple drivers, to identify key drivers, and to guide management practices in real-world situations through simulation and scenario modelling.

Visually, a Bayesian belief network (BBN) is an influence diagram depicting logical or causal relations among factors that influence the likelihood of outcome states of some parameter of interest, such as ecological condition or species viability. Variables are represented as nodes, with arrows depicting the direction of causation or association (Jensen, 1996). Causation is considered to flow from a ‘parent’ node to a ‘child’ node and is unidirectional (Fig. 1). The value of the variable represented by each node is

![Fig. 1 A simple influence diagram for a stream macroinvertebrate community.](image-url)
expressed as a probability distribution, conditioned on the values of parent nodes. In Fig. 1, the probability that stream flow will be a particular value is influenced by land use, precipitation and terrain. Once the model structure has been defined, the effects of parent nodes on child nodes are quantified from expert knowledge, statistical analysis of existing data or other types of associations and evidence (Korb & Nicholson, 2004; Pollino et al., 2007). For example, the probability distribution for precipitation may be determined by an analysis of the past 20 years of summer rainfall. Specification of the parameterized BBN is an iterative process, allowing model structure to be modified as it is developed.

Development of a BBN typically begins with the selection of a problem of interest and a related conceptual model of relationships between key drivers and responses at appropriate scales. Appropriate output variables are selected, such as water quality or some biological indicator, followed by specification of initial model structure, which is an unparameterised causal network, from knowledge or data.

Interest in the use of BBNs for ecological modelling has grown in recent years to include applications to a variety of problems including fisheries assessment (Lee & Rieman, 1997; Kuikka et al., 1999), forest regeneration (Haas, Mower & Shepperd, 1994), habitat restoration (Rieman et al., 2001) and emerging infectious diseases (Plowright et al., 2005). Applications to aquatic ecosystems include eutrophication in the Neuse River estuary, North Carolina (Borsuk et al., 2004), an ecological assessment of the impacts of changed environmental conditions on native fish communities in a catchment in Victoria, Australia (Pollino et al., 2007) and to assist in prioritizing river restoration options in response to changing flows and land use (Stewart-Koster et al., 2005; Webb, Stewardson & Koster, 2010).

Although the use of BBNs to represent ecological knowledge and uncertainty clearly is growing, their use is still rare. The purpose of this study is to explore some potential advantages and disadvantages of using BBNs to improve understanding of causes of stream impairment in order to support management decisions. We illustrate their utility with three case studies: one developed using knowledge elicitation to quantify a specific stressor–response relationship, a second constructed with data from a specific study area and a mixed model constructed with a range of evidentiary sources and inferential strength.

Influence of sediments on low-gradient streams – an expert elicitation example

Sedimentation was reported to be the second most common cause of pollution in assessed rivers and streams by the 1998 National Water Quality Inventory (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2000), affecting 31% of those considered impaired. This case study was undertaken to determine whether the information necessary to specify a BBN describing the effect of sedimentation on macroinvertebrate populations could be elicited from a group of stream ecologists with relevant experience, in collaboration with specialists in Bayesian modelling. To quantify this stressor–response relationship based on expert judgment, a stream setting (a Midwestern, low-gradient stream) and a type of impairment (introduction of excess fine sediment) were specified along with the relevant chemical, physical and biological aspects of the ecosystem. The scale of influence was considered to be a single riffle in two identical catchments, both originally forested but with different disturbance histories of logging and conversion to row crop agriculture, causing sediment loads to vary across the catchments. The ecologists then described how these factors were connected, and were asked to predict quantitatively how different attributes of the macroinvertebrate assemblage would change in response to increased levels of fine sediment, compared with the baseline condition.

The elicitation approach consisted of several steps, including conditioning, model structuring and elicitation of probabilistic relationships among variables. Conditioning, which refers to the development of a common problem focus among domain experts, sharing of relevant knowledge and introduction to Bayesian approaches, occurred prior to meeting as a group, by email and a conference call. This also facilitated initial model structuring, which involved establishing assumptions and conditions for the model as well as relationships between variables. Several initial influence diagrams were discussed and revised, resulting in a preliminary influence diagram of possible relationships between sediment loading, sediment effects and macroinvertebrate populations of potential interest (Fig. 2).

A two-day workshop allowed Bayesian modellers to lead the stream ecologists through the remaining elicitation steps, starting with a discussion of the preliminary influence diagram. These discussions resulted in several changes to Fig. 2 including (i) splitting primary producers (benthic algae) into over-story and under-story components, expected to respond differently to changes in sediment loading; (ii) adding a bed-mobility component, which can affect macrobenthic organism life-history traits (e.g. shorter- versus longer-lived taxa); (iii) consideration of organic and inorganic components of sediments; and (iv) refining the filterers node to separate those that respond positively to organic inputs (food particles) from...
those that might respond adversely to an increase in particles (net damage, abrasion, etc.). This resulted in a final influence diagram, which then was used for a subsequent round of more formal model structuring. The final model (Fig. 3) had three levels, in which the top level represented sediment conditions, which were the
presumed agent causing biological responses; and the bottom level nodes represented macroinvertebrates grouped by their functional roles and life histories. The middle level represented mechanisms by which sediment loading would affect each macroinvertebrate group. This level was not modelled explicitly, but used to guide discussions and elicitation regarding the relationship between sediment changes and invertebrate responses.

Probability distributions describing the relationship between changes in each sediment condition and the response of each macroinvertebrate node were then elicited. Each functional group of macroinvertebrates was modelled separately, assuming no interactive effects between them. In practice, the elicitation approach focused on quantile elicitation for given levels of sedimentation, with a graphical interface that portrayed the type of functional form that was implied by the elicited input. As an example, clingers were assumed to respond negatively to embeddedness because of their need for exposed pebbles and cobbles, and to not benefit from organic content of sediments. The distribution of possible percentage declines in clinger density was considered at each of six levels of embeddedness chosen by the stream ecologists (20, 30, 40, 60, 80 and 100%). At each level of embeddedness, the experts were first asked to specify reasonable maximum and minimum percentage declines in clinger density. Then, experts were asked to specify a percentage of clinger decline at which the range of values above and below this percentage were equally likely. Starting with the median, successive halving of the quantiles was performed until the stream ecologists were comfortable that the shape of the distribution was adequately characterised.

A graphical depiction of the probability distribution of per cent decline in clinger density in response to increasing sedimentation (Fig. 4) was then used to provide immediate feedback and allow adjustment as necessary. Each point in Fig. 4 represents the response of the group of experts for the quantile response to a given embeddedness. A connected line in Fig. 4 represents the response of the group of experts for a set of specific quantiles. Quantiles depicted on this plot are the reasonable minimum and maximum, the median and both quartiles.

For example, the ecologists agreed that 20% sedimentation would cause little decline in clingers, whereas at 40% fines, per cent decreases in clinger density were expected to be substantial and range from 10 to 70%. This graph suggests a threshold effect for sedimentation levels existed between 30 and 40% embeddedness. At lower levels of substratum fines, the populations of clingers would not be strongly affected, but above this threshold, a much more substantial drop in populations is expected. Even at 100% embeddedness, the stream ecologists expected that a reasonable probability existed for some clingers to survive, based on their assumption that some substratum would be available.

Subsequent elicitions for shredders and burrowers adopted the same general relationship and focused on likely differences in the responses of the different functional groups. Shredders were expected to be less sensitive to sedimentation than clingers, and burrowers were expected to be influenced equally or to a greater extent by the organic content of the sediments. This expanded the elicitation to include categorisation of organic matter content (<1%, 1–5%, >5%). Finally, the elicited distributions were fit to a nonlinear regression model that can be used to predict responses at other levels of embeddedness.

It would be difficult to directly test the outcome of this elicitation, because data corresponding closely to the scenario used are not readily available. However, the outcome of this elicitation exercise is broadly consistent with the widespread reporting of sediments as a leading cause of stream impairment (USEPA 2000) and their generally adverse effect on stream biota (Allan & Castillo, 2007). A recent analysis using three large data sets from different regions of the U.S. provided clear evidence that clinger relative abundance declines as sediment levels increase, and this relationship was consistent across geographical location (Pollard & Yuan, 2010). More
explicit tests would examine the appropriateness of the 0.40% embeddedness threshold, whether shredders indeed respond at a higher threshold, and the influence of organic matter content on the response of burrowers.

Southeastern Michigan catchments – modelling from data

The Huron and Raisin catchments of southeastern Michigan comprise varied landscapes and a wide range of stream condition. Both originate in a terrain of rolling hills, lakes, wetlands and second-growth forest underlain by glacial outwash and till, and both transition into regions of low relief underlain by lacustrine silts and clays. The Huron has more urban development (28 versus 12% for the Raisin), and the Raisin supports much more agricultural activity (63 versus 25% for the Huron). Because of its greater extent of agriculture, the lower Raisin also has undergone more hydrological modification, including channelization and use of field drainage tiles. Field studies of these two catchments document that indicators of good habitat and biological status correlate negatively with increasing agricultural and urban land associated with sampling locations. Variation in land use and natural features within the sub-catchments upstream of sampled stream reaches typically explains from one-third to two-thirds of the observed variation among stream sites in various metrics (Roth, Allan & Erickson, 1996; Lammert & Allan, 1999; Diana, Allan & Infante, 2006; Infante et al., 2008; Infante & Allan, 2010).

Because a strong natural gradient separated upper catchment areas of glacial geology from lower regions of low-relief lakebed sediments, field studies took place solely in the upper regions of both catchments to minimise the influence of natural variation and focus primarily on human influence. However, as is often the case, natural and anthropogenic gradients within these catchments co-varied, because developed landscapes typically were those most suitable for agricultural or urban use. In addition, land use at riparian and catchment scales tended to correlate, making it difficult to argue for stronger causality to one or the other scale based on statistical relationships. These results from the Raisin and Huron studies are typical of many studies of their kind (Steel et al., 2010).

Although natural and anthropogenic gradients proved difficult to separate, there were consistent patterns of association of the biota with the landscape. This is clearly seen in the analysis by Infante et al. (2008), who used clustering algorithms to search for similar biological assemblages, and then asked whether each biological assemblage could be associated with distinct landscape features. Indeed, the biological assemblage with the characteristics of a diverse and healthy assemblage (highest diversity of species and functional attributes, fewest tolerant species) occurred at sites associated with the greatest amount of undisturbed (forest plus wetland) land and coarse geology. Conversely, the biological assemblage characterised by low diversity and tolerant species occurred at sites with greatest agriculture and fine geology. Coarse geology includes coarse end and ground moraines, ice contact and outwash, and more readily allows water infiltration; fine geology includes fine end and ground moraines and clay and sand lakeplain, which have lower infiltration rates (Farrand & Bell, 1982).

Collectively, these studies indicate consistent relationships of stream condition with landscape characteristics; in addition, the confounding of natural and anthropogenic gradients remains, for this study system, also a consistent finding.

These results motivated the second case study, to develop a BBN using data from the study catchments in an attempt to specify how multiple components of stream habitat responded to natural and anthropogenic gradients. More specifically, the goal was to construct a model that would predict best attainable conditions for the study catchments in terms of overall habitat quality and biological condition. This modelling exercise used available data from 47 sites to explore whether measures of natural and anthropogenic gradients across sub-catchments could be used to model habitat condition, which was then expected to serve as a proxy for biological condition of stream sites.

Statistical analysis indicated that stream condition was positively associated with the extent of undisturbed land (forest + wetland), with coarse glacial geology, and with higher stream slope. Because land use at the sub-catchment spatial scale and within 100-m wide stream buffers were correlated, it was difficult to determine empirically which scale was preferable for modelling purposes. However, because of the importance generally attributed to riparian buffers in protecting stream condition, and the practicality of management prescriptions for protected buffer strips, forested riparian was selected as one node representing prior conditions. Catchment geology may reasonably be presumed to represent hydrogeological flowpaths and indirectly represent topography (fine sediments are associated with low gradient sites). Because geology is mapped at too coarse a spatial scale (1 : 500 000) to meaningfully distinguish between riparian and sub-catchment conditions, and also because the entire sub-catchment plausibly affects stream hydrology, this variable was quantified at the sub-catchment scale.
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Finally, the slope of a 2-km stream reach centred on the study site determined using ArcGIS was selected as an additional prior node. Thus, stream habitat condition was assumed to be influenced by three prior conditions: sub-catchment coarse geology and reach slope, both measures of any natural gradient in stream condition and extent of undisturbed land in the riparian, considered a measure of (the absence of) human disturbance. The model focused on the prediction of habitat condition, given the state of the three nodes selected to represent natural and anthropogenic variation across sub-catchments.

Habitat condition was defined as the sum of channel, flow, substratum and bank condition. These in turn were determined from the state of seven intermediate nodes, including the presence of gravel and riffles as determinants of channel condition, and five metrics from a standardised habitat survey (MDEQ, 1997) similar to habitat survey protocols found in Barbour et al. (1999). Figure 5 depicts an influence diagram that was developed from correlation matrices that included large number of variables, and from earlier results (Diana et al., 2006; Infante et al., 2008). In addition, a cluster analysis of fish assemblages resulted in site groupings that could be easily characterised as ‘good’, ‘agricultural’ and ‘urban’ sites based on their land use, and these also were associated with easily interpreted suites of habitat features.

Development of a BBN model for Fig. 5 proceeded by converting each node into two or more discrete states (e.g. low, medium and high slopes; low, medium and high gravel), with an actual data range associated with each state of each node. Each arrow in Fig. 5 represents a conditional probability table (CPT) that gives the likelihood that, e.g. a site with low slopes will have low, medium or high occurrence of gravel. In general, we did not look for three equal sub-divisions of the data range, since that might imply that one-third of the data fall in the ‘poor’ range and one-third in the ‘best’ range. All nodes were divided into three states based on frequency distribution plots of each variable and inspection for breaks in the data, and all CPT’s were then determined empirically by the fraction of observations that occupied each cell of a $3 \times 3$ matrix. Figure 6 provides an example, and also illustrates how the approach quantifies uncertainty. In essence, sites with low slopes are unlikely to have very much gravel, whereas sites with high slopes are likely to have a good amount. However, for sites of intermediate slope, it is not possible to predict the amount of gravel.

Figure 7 shows the final model, with prior nodes set to what are considered the least favourable (left panel) and most favourable (right panel) conditions. The probability of finding excellent habitat is roughly twice as high when the riparian buffer is undisturbed; the sub-catchment consists of coarse geology, and the stream slope is high.

A true test of this model would require an independent data set for a similar ensemble of sites and landscapes. However, a kind of internal validation was conducted by examining the fish assemblages found at individual sites predicted to have excellent habitat. An earlier study (Infante et al., 2008) clustered sites on the basis of their fish assemblages, and identified one cluster of sites as ‘best’ based on their diversity of fish species and also diversity of functional traits (feeding roles, spawning needs, habitat preferences, characterisation as intolerant of pollution). Habitat quality predicted from a BBN requiring only

---

**Fig. 5** The Bayesian belief network developed to represent the natural and anthropogenic drivers likely to promote desirable habitat and biological conditions in a Midwestern agricultural landscape, based on data from a number of studies of the Huron and Raisin Rivers in southeastern Michigan.
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catchment geology, buffer land use and slope as inputs was in good accord with expectations of encountering the ‘best’ fish group (Table 1).

Tasmanian grazing and forestry land-use management – a mixed evidence model

A decision support tool was required to inform management strategies focused on the influence of two dominant land uses – extensive grazing and hardwood forestry – and riparian management on the ecological condition of rivers in Tasmania, Australia. This motivated the development of a conceptual model that linked catchment land use, catchment and reach scale riparian vegetation condition and a variety of regional landscape contexts to intermediate responses in hydrology, sediment and nutrient regimes, and in turn to changes in stream benthic macroinvertebrates and algae. A range of evidence was obtained to structure and parameterize these relationships in a BBN, with an emphasis on gathering local, regionally relevant data and evidence. Much of this evidence was gathered specifically for the development of the BBN, and while yet to be published in the peer-reviewed literature, was subject to critical review by the experts involved in elicitation during BBN development.

Table 2 illustrates the types of evidence and their relative inferential strength. These included expert elicitation, targeted data mining, two ‘gradient’ studies – designed stream surveys in catchments across a range of area under grazing and forest land uses, field-derived measures of instream processes and stream mesocosm experiments. During BBN development, we rated and documented the inferential strength of each piece of evidence, as well as the evidentiary basis for each set of parent–child relationships. Expert elicitation involved local stream ecologists and agricultural scientists with intensive knowledge of the problem area and geographical setting. Elicitation was used in the development of the primary conceptual model as the basis for BBN development (i.e. informing the BBN structure), identifying important contexts and modifiers (e.g. geomorphology, dominant soil types and hydrological regions) of ecological responses as BBN input nodes and evaluating possible states and CPT entries for nodes for which direct evidence and/or local knowledge was poor or absent. Our elicitation process was also supported by the use of data from local research into land-use impacts on stream biota (e.g. Davies & Nelson, 1994; Davies et al., 2005a,b; Smith, Davies & Munks, 2009), and a substantial effort to characterise the geomorphological character and behaviour of Tasmanian river systems (Jerie, Houshold & Peters, 2001, 2003).

Data mining was used to refine the final conceptual model (Fig. 8) and related BBN. Data mining was initiated by collation of an extensive data set of benthic macroinvertebrate assemblages identified to family level, benthic algal cover and site-level habitat data (from 166 sites with 781 sampling events between 1999 and 2006) from northern and eastern Tasmanian rivers (DPIW, unpubl. data). Other spatial data compiled for development of an aquatic conservation framework (CFEV, http://www.dpiw.tas.gov.au/inter-nsf/ThemeNodes/CGRM-7I66CM?open, DPIW 2008) were also used to identify catchment and stream drainage and study reach characteristics – including slope, local geomorphology, elevation and riparian vegetation condition at reach and catchment scales. Additional data sets on land use (e.g. ANDRL, 2008) and hydrological regionalisation (Hughes, 1987) were also combined with these data using ArcGIS to attribute stream links and catchments.

Multivariate and correlation analysis showed that several metrics of macroinvertebrate community structure, the number and proportion of mayfly, stonefly and caddisfly (%EPT) families and the ratio of observed to expected families (O/E) derived using the AUSRIVAS sampling protocol (Australian River Assessment Scheme, Davies, 2000), were strongly correlated with catchment land-use variables. The strongest relationships were neg-
Fig. 7 The southeastern Michigan habitat model run for scenarios expected to result in poor habitat (top) and best habitat (bottom). Overall habitat quality is twice as likely to be excellent if slope, buffer land use, and catchment geology all fall in the highest or best categories.
Regression-tree analysis indicated that catchments with redundancy analysis accounting for the effects of geographical and local environmental factors, confirmed the generality of this relationship between grazing land-use and river macroinvertebrate community responses. Regression-tree analysis indicated that catchments with over 40% of land under grazing experienced declines in %EPT and O/E of 30–50% (N. Horrigan, P.E. Davies, S.M. Read & R.H. Magierowski, in review). Analysis at two different scales indicated that catchment-scale land use and riparian condition were (especially for grazing) stronger determinants of macroinvertebrate community structure and site-scale habitat responses than was local-scale land use within the immediately proximal catchment (within ca 2-km stream length upstream). This indicated that catchment-wide rather than local land and riparian vegetation management actions would be required to mitigate the impact of certain land uses on Tasmanian river health, and that both catchment-scale and local reach-scale factors must be nested within the BBN structure. This reinforces the concept that scale must be an explicit consideration in modelling the link between land use and stream responses (Townsend et al., 2004).

The gradient field surveys were designed to detect relationships between stream ecology and the extent and history of grazing and forestry within upstream catchments. Benthic macroinvertebrates and algae were sampled, and a range of site and reach habitat characteristics were recorded in the most downstream reach of 27 catchments that covered a range from 0 to 60% of area under grazing land use, with forestry and conservation (minimal use) as the remaining land uses. An additional 41 catchments were sampled to cover a range of areas and age structures of forestry management within three classes—intensive forestry (typified by clearfelling, burning and sowing operations), low-intensity forestry (typified by thinning and selective harvesting) and plantations (dominated by Eucalyptus nitens monoculture). In both cases, local GIS data were used to identify the land use and forest management histories of the catchments and to assist with site selection. Care was taken to remove catchments influenced by other disturbances (mining, impoundment etc.) and by unusual geomorphology (e.g. granitic geology). A range of other spatial data were derived from the CFEV (DPIW, 2008) data layers and used to develop local correlations between key variables as an aid in determining CPT values. For example, data on net abstraction from streamflow were correlated with area under grazing to derive links between land use and the intensity of hydrological change.

Local evidence was also required for several key processes: riparian shading control of light and benthic algal production, trophic dependence of macroinvertebrates on algal or terrestrial carbon sources and control and limitation of benthic algal growth rates by nutrient concentrations and light levels. Methods used to obtain these data in the Tasmanian study catchments included deployment of benthic chambers and open channel oxygen measurements to estimate respiration and production at sites across a range of riparian shading intensity (Bott, 2006; Grace & Imberger, 2006); determination of stable carbon and nitrogen isotope ratios for food sources, grazers and predators at sites across the field gradients (Hershey et al., 2006); and deployment of nutrient-diffusing substrata at stream sites selected across a range of ambient nutrient loads to assess growth rates and nutrient and shading limitation of benthic algae (Pringle & Triska, 2006).

All the aforesaid evidence is correlative and did not allow differentiation between the co-varying influences of changes in nutrient concentrations, fine sediment impacts and changed light levels as land-use intensity increased across the catchments. To address this problem, two stream mesocosm experiments were used to discriminate biological responses to nutrients and fine sediment deposition under high and low levels of shading. Eight sets of four replicate 5-m channels were colonised for 3 months with continuous flow from the forested Little Denison River watershed (a forested catchment with similar size, climate, topography vegetation and stream biota to the gradient survey catchments). The sets of streams were allocated in a stratified random manner to one of a high or low nutrient and high or low sediment treatment in a fully factorial design. Treatments continued for 3 months, after which a range of measures of macroinvertebrate and algal community composition as well as benthic metabolism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted frequency of excellent habitat (%)</th>
<th>Number of sites</th>
<th>Member of most diverse fish group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21–23 (lowest)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22–29</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–34</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–45 (highest)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 The model for the Raisin-Huron catchments was run for each of 47 sites, which were then grouped according to their probability of having ‘excellent’ habitat. An independent analysis (Infante et al., 2008) identified seven of the 47 sites as having the most ecologically and functionally diverse fish group. Sites predicted to be most likely to have excellent habitat were also more likely to have the most diverse fish assemblage.
Table 2 Characteristics of information used in the development of a Bayesian belief network (BBN) relating catchment and reach-scale land-use drivers to stream ecological responses for Tasmanian catchments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information sources</th>
<th>Expert opinion</th>
<th>Data mining</th>
<th>Designed gradient surveys</th>
<th>Process measures</th>
<th>Experiments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information type</strong></td>
<td>Conceptual, perception/experience based</td>
<td>Correlative</td>
<td>Correlative</td>
<td>Direct evidence based on process</td>
<td>Direct evidence based on manipulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferential strength</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low to moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate to strong</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low to moderate</td>
<td>Moderate to high</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate to high</td>
<td>Moderate to high</td>
<td>Moderate to high</td>
<td>Moderate to high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Real-World’ complexity</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate to high</td>
<td>Moderate to high</td>
<td>Moderate to high</td>
<td>Moderate to high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process understanding</td>
<td>Low to moderate</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for local calibration</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies</td>
<td>Expert mix and bias and degree of problem focus</td>
<td>Available land-use pattern, context and careful analytical design</td>
<td>Available data, careful analytical design</td>
<td>Knowledge of relevant processes, technology available, interpretability, scale</td>
<td>Scale, which is often limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examples used in Tasmanian BBN development</strong></td>
<td><strong>Local stream ecologists and agricultural scientists.</strong> Development of conceptual model, BBN structure, review of CPT probability values, review of evidence. Local and relevant published data and literature were accessed and reviewed by the expert group during elicitation</td>
<td>Multivariate, correlative and CART analysis of relationships between local macroinvertebrate community and algal cover/biomass data, site/reach scale habitat data, catchment scale stream network, hydrology data and land use and riparian condition data</td>
<td>Local surveys of macroinvertebrate, algae, habitat, benthic metabolism at sites from catchments across a range of grazing intensity and nutrient loads, and across a range of forest management history and intensity. Correlations and linear modelling of key driver-response variables</td>
<td>Field-deployed stream mesocosm experiments to measure relationships between benthic algal density, macroinvertebrate composition and benthic metabolism and combinations of high and low levels of dissolved nutrients (N &amp; P), fine sediment deposition and shading. Neural network modelling of biological response and treatment relationships, and application to field gradient survey data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
were made. These data were then used to develop two sets of neural networks trained using the biological data as continuous input variables and the experimental treatments as output classes. The trained networks were assessed using test data kept apart from the training data sets, selected at random from within each experimental factorial block.

The five best-performing neural networks which best classified the stream treatments to high and low sediment and high and low nutrient treatments were then used to assist with diagnosis of the dominant drivers of the gradient survey site biological responses. Thus, data from the gradient survey sites were entered into the neural networks, and the likelihood of each site experiencing high or low fine sediment or nutrient conditions was estimated. This analysis clearly distinguished the influence of fine sediment and nutrients in the two field gradients for grazing and forestry land use. The results indicated that the benthic biological condition in the intensively grazed catchments was strongly driven by elevated levels of fine sediment deposition and of nutrient concentrations, with fine sediment being the dominant driver. The benthic biota in catchments with a history of intensive forest management were strongly driven by elevated fine sediment deposition but not by higher nutrient concentrations. The strengths of the relationships between biological response variables (for macroinvertebrates and algae) and fine sediment loads and nutrient concentration, derived using the neural networks, were used to determine the strength of the relevant parent–daughter state relationships in the BBN.

Data-derived relationships (correlations from data mining and survey data sets) between the biological variables, proximal variables and distal land use and catchment condition variables, represented in the BBN by nodes (Fig. 9), were used to derive initial CPT values. Where these were deemed inadequate (data range limited, missing cases), the CPT values were supplemented by elicitation in structured workshops with experts relevant to specific node sets. The results of the artificial stream network were then used to refine several CPT values in order to discriminate the influence of changed nutrient and fine sediment deposition on the biological nodes.

The final output nodes for the BBN (Fig. 9) were designed to be of direct relevance to regional natural resource management (NRM) in Tasmania as part of the Australian Landscape Logic initiative (http://www.landcapeologic.org.au). These output nodes calculate scores for indices of condition of macroinvertebrate assemblages and benthic algae, as well as an overall Aquatic Life Condition Index score. These indices, established under the Tasmanian River Condition Index protocol (NRM South, 2009), are used for river condition reporting and target setting by the state government and the Tasmanian NRM regional management bodies.

Fig. 8 Conceptual model of Tasmanian river responses to catchment-scale land use and related drivers. Scale of each node is shown, and strength of link is indicated by arrow widths. Level of evidentiary support is indicated by ticks.
observed and predicted condition, although declines in %EPT under high-intensity forestry are greater at some sites than the model predicts (e.g. Fig. 10). Further testing is planned. In the future, this model can be used to investigate the influence of varying combinations of driver states on these aquatic biological indices. Diagnostic application also is possible by fixing output node state values and examining driver state probability distributions. Within set contexts (of dominant soil type, stream reach slope, hydrological region, dominant land uses, etc.), biological evidence can be entered into the BBN and the probability of different states of selected drivers (such as riparian condition, relative nutrient load, water use) can be examined. The efficacy of a variety of different management options in achieving specific target score values or ranges can also be explored.

Discussion

An advantage of BBNs is their ability to exploit diverse sources of information to explicitly represent probabilistic relationships in a conceptually formulated causal chain. The discipline of explicitly articulating a conceptual model forces modellers and stakeholders to formally evaluate and express beliefs concerning causal mechanisms and facilitates model revision during development (Burgman, 2005). The three cases illustrate alternative approaches to the development of a BBN and the flexibility this accords. With such a model, the effects of different management options for stream systems can be evaluated, and future conditions could be predicted based on forecasts of land-use change or implementation of best management practices. Running the model in the reverse direction would facilitate diagnosis of the likely causes of impairment to a stream given a set of biological characteristics.
The three case studies focus primarily on model development; none was fully tested against independent data. The elicitation model is broadly consistent with a recent analysis of large data sets for clingers and sediments (Pollard & Yuan, 2010), and the southeastern Michigan case shows at least internal consistency. The Tasmanian model has undergone preliminary testing (Fig. 10) and initial results are encouraging. This model will be extensively used in management decision-making in the near future, which should provide further insight into its utility.

The objective of the case study for characterising the relationship between sedimentation and population density of macroinvertebrates was to demonstrate the feasibility of using expert elicitation to build a BBN of a stream ecosystem sub-model. To our knowledge, no empirical data exist that would quantify the relationship depicted in Fig. 4 for clingers, nor for the other functional groups considered. Indeed, the mismatch we observed between the variables that experts needed to express mechanistic relationships (e.g. clinger density and per cent embeddedness) and the variables that were readily available from field observations (e.g. clinger relative abundance and per cent substratum sand/fines) may be informative for subsequent research towards defining mechanistic relationships in stream ecosystems. Furthermore, expert judgment within a formalised modelling structure led to a better understanding of causal relationships between environmental stressors and population responses, and a model outcome that participants believed was a reasonable representation of the expected relationship. The exercise of building such a model forced the team to define the scope of the problem more precisely than otherwise might be the case. Elicitation may be criticised because of the difficulty of testing or evaluating the models, but it can be the only reasonable option for model development when appropriate data are difficult to obtain, and it can provide useful insights into the most pressing needs for future research and data collection. Participants in the sedimentation elicitation case were in agreement that the elicited model reflected their consensus view of a stressor–response relationship considered to be of wide significance in stream impairment.

The southeastern Michigan case developed directly from field survey data was in essence an effort to explore the ability of a limited number of prior variables to predict stream condition, represented directly by habitat quality and secondarily by species and functional diversity of the fish assemblage. Both habitat quality and fish diversity were predicted moderately well; however, the model was not tested directly with an independent data set. Because of its reliance on data from a specific region, it presumably has the limited generality of a statistical analysis of the same data; comparison with other data sets would be the most reasonable test of the extent of its applicability elsewhere. Attempts to use the Michigan model ‘in reverse’, to infer causal conditions, were disappointing. It seems likely that the relatively weak statistical associations used to develop the CPTs (e.g. Fig. 6) resulted in a causal chain of low predictive strength, making it difficult to work backwards from effect to probable cause. In their model of eutrophication in the Neuse River estuary, North Carolina, Borsuk et al. (2004) concluded that the further down the causal chain a variable was, the greater the predictive uncertainty.

The Tasmanian mixed model is the most detailed and information-rich and likely holds the greatest promise for rapid management utility and uptake. Two applications have been developed from this BBN (see http://www.landscapelogicproducts.org.au). Outcomes from sets of scenarios have been documented in ‘fact sheets’ to inform managers in making investment decisions for catchment and riparian management. These relate stream health to a variety of combinations of land use, riparian condition, and related ‘drivers’ in graphical and text form. In addition, the BBN has been incorporated into a multi-BBN decision support system for Tasmanian catchment and natural resource managers to apply scenarios at whole of catchment scales. Training has already been conducted in its use in the three Tasmanian management regions.

Presumably any of the models could be adapted to a different setting, but probabilistic relationships likely are specific to a rather narrow set of conditions, and the variables and probabilistic relationships may need to be re-considered as the problem setting diverges from the original conception. Assuming that the goals are to depict causal relationships and to help specific management activities, each BBN is expected to be rather narrow in its scope. The approach itself is flexible, however, as we have attempted to illustrate with diverse examples.
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